2TouchPOS Credit Card Integration
2TouchPOS integrates with major credit card platforms. Here's what you and your processor
need to know about the platforms for a successful partnership.
Mercury
We have a direct integration to Mercury for credit card processing.
Platform
Mercury

Also Known As
MPS

Batch Size Limit

Implementation Notes

Practically Unlimited Built into the software

Recommendation
Recommended

Others
We work with the following credit card platforms through a 3rd party application, Slipstream. You must
submit a Slipstream parameter sheet for the appropriate platform. The parameter sheets are below.
A notice from Midnite Express, makers of SlipStream:
“Starting December 15th, 2011 processor changes will no longer be offered for versions prior to 4.0. If a
customer needs a processor change, they will be required to upgrade to version 4.0.”
2TouchPOS Version 3.03.3700 is the first version to support Slipstream 4.0. Changing a processor might
also require a 2TouchPOS upgrade*.

* The cost for this varies based on how old your version of 2 Touch is. Call for price. Can
only batch out on Base Station.
Slipstream Credit Card Software
Platform
5th 3rd

Also Known As
Banctech Payment
Systems (BPS)

FDMS Nashville, FDMS Envoy FDC Nashville, Envoy
(FDCN)
FDMS North, CardNet

Card Establishment
Services/CardNet (CES)

FDMS South, FDMS NaBanco Nabanco (NB)

Global East

National Data
Corp/Atlanta (NDC)

Heartland (HPTS)

$395.00*(subject to change)
Batch Size Limit

Implementation Notes

999

Recommendation
Caution! Batch size can be easily
exceeded.

999

* Datawire must be self-provisioning

Caution! Batch size can be easily
exceeded.

Practically
Unlimited

* Datawire must be self-provisioning

Processes one record at a time
which results in failed batch/settle
jobs with larger batches.

unknown

* Datawire must be self-provisioning
* Must provide the 'Qual Code' and
'SIC'
* Must provide 'SE' numbers for
AMEX and Discover

Batch Size limit unknown at this
time.

9999

* Merchant Id up to 15 digits
* Bank number must be 6 digits

Practically
Unlimited

* Must have 8 digit terminal Id

Recommended
Processes one record at a time
which results in failed batch/settle
jobs with larger batches.

Paymentech

Gensar/Florida (GSAR)

2400

* Must have NetConnect username
and password

RBS World Pay, RBS Lynk

Lynk (LYNK)

9999

* Merchant Id up to 12 digits
* Must have a V# that is eight digits
and starts with a 7

Tsys

VisaNet/Vital (VISA)

Practically
Unlimited

* Merchant Id up to 12 digits
* Must have a V# that is eight digits
and starts with a 7

______________: initial you read the preceding information

Recommended

